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Chapter 151 The disgraceful Rainie and Hedy  

Sun who climbed to the top made this speech, which has a “deafening” effect on the  

gossip crowd. He used the fastest speed to kill the chaotic rhythm in the cradle.  

Fans of other players who originally wanted to take this opportunity to suppress Hedy didn’t dare to say 

anything.  

This is thanks to the mayor’s son, Vincent.  

When his peers were playing games carelessly, he had already followed his father and seen the turbulen

t undercurrents and intrigues in the officialdom, and understood that things should not be seen on the s

urface.  

When the news first came out, everyone in Class 7 was shocked that Hedy’s mother was actually River  

They searched for River ‘s past, trying to find blind spots, and felt that the parents who could teach Hedy

 could not be so poor.  

Vincent said,  

“If only one news media exposes this matter, we can regard it as the high efficiency of the paparazzi.  

However, if so many media speak out together, it means that there is an organization behind it. We don’

t know who this person is and what purpose he has.  

The most recent The most important thing is to separate River and  

  

Hedy, emphasizing that the crimes cannot be “consecutive“, Hedy has no black spots, and “bright star” i

s a place to see personal strength. First ensure Hedy  

‘s votes, and then look for loopholes in River ‘s past.”  

Sun, “A wise strategist/holding fists together.”  

Some people appreciate Vincent’s countermeasures, while others hate Vincent’s countermeasures.  

For example, Victoria was connoted by the phrase “he can’t compete with Hedy in strength, and can onl

y win by splashing dirty water“.  

་་  

That’s exactly what she’s aiming for.  

She is also used to this method.  

River was defeated by her in this way.  

But this trick is useless to Hedy.  



Hedy’s follower, this trick was abolished.  

If she continues to emphasize that “Hedy is River’s daughter“, she will really be backlashed into “he can’

t compare to Hedy in terms of  

strength“.  

“Forget it, I don’t have to worry too much.” Victoria, who was wearing a silk nightgown, poured herself a

 glass of red wine and shook it slowly,  

“Hedy is gaining momentum now, just because the theme of the first round of performances is good for 

her. It’s not necessarily the first round.”  

  

few days later, the first round of audience voting ended.  

The training camp for the ninety–six players also ended.  

They changed into gray and white JK uniforms and returned to the recording studio.  

The host appeared in high spirits.  

After exchanging pleasantries, he began 

to report the number of votes each contestant got for this performance.  

This time, 36 players will be eliminated, and the top 60 players can stay.  

The host will start reporting from the 60th place. Every time a contestant’s name and number of votes a

re announced, the camera will give a close–up.  

Vanilla was fifteenth, Doris eleventh and Amber ninth.  

By the time of the top two, only Hedy and Rainie ‘s rankings have not yet come out.  

The host purposely made a fool of himself and called Hedy and Rainie to the stage,  

“Who do you think is number one?”  

Hedy said calmly, “Me.”  

Rainie snorted disdainfully.  

Hip–

hop rap is a very aggressive kind of music. Rappers who can break into fame have experienced all kinds o

f battles and diss, and none of  

them have the temper of a little sheep.  

Rainie is no exception, she became famous at a young age, except for Amber who is a little nicer, she is li

ke a 250,000 to 80,000 to everyone else.  

“I feel that Rainie is very dissatisfied.” The host asked, ” Who do  

you think is the first, you or Hedy?  



“I also want to keep a low profile, but everyone knows my strength.  

Coming to participate in the “Bright Star” is basically equivalent to a full–

level gangster slaughtering Novice Village. I don’t mean to belittle everyone, but I do have a lot of fans. 

An advantage.”  

“Wow! I feel more domineering than Hedy.” The contestants covered their mouths.  

Rainie smiled and thanked everyone for their compliments.  

The host stopped talking nonsense, “The second place, Rainie, got 7,056,841 votes.”  

The smile on  

Rainie’s face disappeared, and she suddenly turned her head to look at Hedy. She has more than 7 millio

n votes, and Hedy has more votes than her?  

The host continued, “The first place, Hedy, got 14,150,275 votes.”  

“14 million! It’s twice as much as Rainie! That’s amazing!” The contestants were shocked. Isn’t  

Rainie shocked?  

  

She has a fan base, what does Hedy have?  

Why do you have twice as many votes as hers!  

The host smiled and said, “I know everyone thinks it’s incredible. In fact, when I saw Hedy’s identity, I als

o thought it was incredible.  

You don’t have the Internet in the training camp, so let me re–introduce Hedy for you.”  

Host Pointing to Hedy.  

“Now standing in front of you are,  

18–year–

old Game Goddess, Olympiad champion, car racing champion, chess master, Go master, Internet author 

named and praised by the ÚSA Academy of Sciences, and member of Phoenix, the strongest hip- hop 

dance troupe in the world. Leader–  

Hedy!”  

A series of titles made everyone confused.  

Host, “It’s normal if you don’t know. The audition for ‘Bright 

Star‘ started half a year ago. At that time, you were all training hard, so you probably don’t know much a

bout the outside world.” The girls nodded  

The schedule 

of “Bright Star” is only two short months. If you don’t train hard to improve your strength, how can you 

make your debut and obtain luxurious resources?  



Host, “Hedy also started to be active and shine a few months ago, which happened to be staggered with 

you. The  

only thing that can get in touch with you is hip–hop, but the phoenix  

made its fortune abroad, became famous abroad, and The United States is not involved much.”  

The girls were helpless.  

It turned out that this was the reason why they didn’t understand Hedy.  

Having said that, Hedy is too inappropriate, right?  

Look at what she has done in the past six months!  

The host smiled, “That’s why she said she came to debut at the first meeting, she wasn’t joking.”  

Agreed.” Vanilla gave a thumbs up.  

thought to myself, What kind of full–level gangster slaughtered is  

Rainie? Hedy is called the full–level gangster massacring the novice village, okay?  

You are just a rapper, Hedy knows more than you!  

Are you crazy?  

Do you have the madness of that strength?  

Hedy’s madness can be proved by strength.  

Your madness can only be used as a foil for Hedy while slapping yourself in the face!  

“Okay, although I can’t bear it, but we still have 36 contestants, and we have to leave ‘Bright Star‘.” The 

host’s mood no longer sank.  

After the players gave their speeches and left, the host announced the  

new team rules.”  

According to the votes of netizens, the team formation has undergone major changes.  

Hedy, Amber, Doris, Rainie, Vanilla and another strong young lady formed a new group.  

Rainie grimaced and didn’t make a sound.  

Amber smiled innocently and waved hello, “Hello.”  

“Hello.” Doris and the others were a little flattered.  

The daughter of Queen Sky is so approachable.  

Host, “The theme of the second round of performance will be  

announced next, please watch the big screen.”  



Two words appeared on the big screen –  

youth. 

Chapter 152  

Rest Day, Goodbye Preston As soon as the theme came out, Rainie looked at Amber in surprise,” Amber, 

‘Youth‘ is your natural theme!  

“There are natural advantages in interpreting this theme.  

Just like Hedy took advantage of temperament in the first round of performances.  

“Great, let’s work hard!” Amber smiled very freshly.  

After the theme is announced, it’s time to choose the song.  

A worker pushes a box up.  

Host. “We now have 60 contestants, divided into 10 teams, with 6 people in each team.  

There are 10 cards with different songs written in the box, and the contestants with the most votes from

 each team are invited to come and draw cards.” Hedy  

and The rest of the team representatives came on stage, and she picked a song that sounded cheerful a

nd positive.  

“This stage performance will be held in five days. The good news is that tomorrow, you have a one–

day vacation. Please take the time to adjust yourself and then engage in a new round 

of intense training!” The host said and  

left.  

Everyone who got the holiday cheered and jumped up, discussing how  

  

to spend the precious rest day.  

The dormitory aunt came out to remind, “All players, please re–

adjust the dormitory according to the new team, and then line up to come to me to get the mobile phon

e.”  

Before the training camp, the mobile phones belonged to the dormitory  

aunt.  

“Okay, I can play with my phone now, I really want to know what the audience thinks of me!”  

“I’m actually more worried about being scolded, hahaha.”  

The contestants became excited.  

Hedy also went to the housekeeper’s aunt to get the phone back.  



After turning it on, she received encouraging messages from many people.  

Parents, Class 7 classmates, fifth brother Kit, teammates who participated in the Mathematical Olympia

d competition together, the Holt Family twins who met in the master selection competition …even the el

dest brother Josh, sent a short “come on” after hearing the news.  

This shows how influential the “Bright Star” is.  

However, there was no word from Preston.  

“He’s on a business trip, so he should be very busy.” Hedy lowered his eyes, and 

a gloomy look faded from his delicate face.  

“Hedy! The training camp these days is too tiring. We plan to go to the hot spring on the rest day. Do yo

u want to go?” Doris and Vanilla also took their mobile phones and trotted towards her.  

  

“No.” Hedy refused.  

This level of training is a piece of cake for her.  

She was even more troubled that she couldn’t sleep well.  

Hedy bid farewell to the two, walked out of the program building, put his hands in his pockets, and walk

ed with a peaked cap.  

Pedestrians are in a hurry on the road, and everyone has their own direction to go. She feels a touch of l

oneliness in the noisy streets and alleys.  

It’s also ridiculous.  

Obviously “loneliness” is what she is most used to.  

Since when has even “loneliness” become a rare visitor?  

It seems that after meeting Preston.  

Twilight is coming, and the neon is getting brighter.  

Hedy continued to walk forward, and the vendors by the side of the alley yelled at her from time to time

.  

“Girl, do you want roasted sweet potatoes? It’s cheap and delicious!”  

“Girl, do you want antique bronzes? They’re all real!”  

Hedy seemed to have never heard of it.  

“Girl, do you want a cake?”  

A deep and familiar voice came to my ears.  

Hedy stopped abruptly.  



  

She looked towards the entrance of this alley, and under the street lamp, she found a man with a tall an

d tall figure, a dignified and elegant temperament, and an extremely handsome man in a black windbrea

ker.  

The man was holding a rainbow cake in his hand,  

“Preston?” She raised her voice, Susan, her eyes became strange, and she reached out to pick up the cak

e.  

Preston raised his eyebrows, avoiding Hedy’s hand, and raised the cake a few inches, “Can I get it?”  

Hedy took it empty and frowned.  

Is this guy provoking her?  

She moved quickly to get the cake again.  

Preston hides again, and Hedy chases again.  

Finally, Preston held the cake behind his head.  

Hedy stood on tiptoe, put one hand on the man’s chest, and reached for the cake with the other.  

As the cake kept moving back, she kept leaning forward.  

Attracted by the cake and her competitive spirit, she didn’t notice that she was already pressing against 

Preston’s chest.  

After a while, she managed to grab the cake, and raised her eyebrows at Preston in a demonstrative way

, “I got it.”  

How could it be so rare for him to beat her, a killer queen?  

After the demonstration, Hedy regretted it.  

  

What is there to show off for winning this kind of childish play of children’s housekeeping  

But she didn’t regret it for long either  

Preston took a half step back suddenly.  

Hedy, who focused all his weight on him, fell down, his pupils shrinking slightly  

“Be careful!” Preston took another quick step forward, wrapped his long 

arms around Hedy’s waist, and blamed himself,  

“Sorry. I didn’t ‘pay attention‘.”  

“It’s okay.” Hedy looked up, meeting Preston’s eyes.  

She just found out that she was already so close to Preston.  



So close that she could see her own reflection in his smiling narrow  

eyes.  

She also noticed her reflection getting closer and closer to her, and then her lips were kissed by the man  

This kiss is very tender.  

With pity, with doting, with longing, with a straight girl’s imperceptible affection.  

Hedy didn’t reject it.  

She knew that he was “practicing kissing“.  

Strangely, the loneliness in her heart disappeared in this kiss.  

In fact, she doesn’t like the feeling of being influenced by others.  

  

In this way, the initiative is in the hands of others, and she can only be passively happy and passively sad

.  

However, this person is Preston.  

So happy or sad, she wanted to try to trust him.  

I believe that he will not give her full of joy and scars like her parents and the leader of the organization i

n her previous life.  

After the kiss, Preston left Hedy’s lips, and an ambiguous silver thread appeared between the two.  

He chuckled, and said in a pleasant voice, “Yes, there is progress.”  

In fact, according to his plan, Hedy should 

have fallen into his arms at this moment, looking at him innocently and confusedly.  

Considering that she didn’t have a good rest after so many days of training, he showed 

mercy and let her go.  

“What did you say?” Hedy recalled the past, but couldn’t hear what he was saying.  

But she didn’t turn red from lack of oxygen and her ears were ringing like before.  

“It’s nothing, let’s go.” Preston smiled softly again, his handsome face was extremely charming.  

He walked ahead holding Hedy’s hand, and Hedy followed behind with a small cake.  

It was rush hour, and pedestrians passed by them like running water.  

Hedy blinked and observed the hawkers around.  

Is this the way she came?  

Why didn’t she smell the aroma of roasted sweet potatoes just now?  



Really cheap and delicious.  

There is also the antique seller, the boss seems to be a liar, because the customer took out the magnet, 

sucked up the so–called “bronze antique“, and then looked at the boss quietly.  

The boss’s face twitched.  

Hedy guessed that the boss must be complaining, Why would someone go shopping with a magnet?  

She frowned.  

Interesting.  

Why didn’t she pay attention to such an interesting scene just now? 

Chapter 153 The battle for C position, Hedyor Amber?  

Preston took Hedy to the presidential suite of a five–star hotel.  

He handed a room card to Hedy, “Every rest day during the draft, I will be here with you.‘  

Yes.” Hedy took the room card. After eating 

the cake and taking a shower, he leaned against the head of the bed and used his mobile phone to check

  

several major media that  

reported ” River’s name is Malina, and his daughter Hedy is  

participating in the draft“. Everyone in class seven told her about it.  

She wondered who was behind it.  

Seeing this, Preston’s voice was magnetic, “I have watched the program and the news. I have found out 

that Victoria is instigating the media behind the scenes. The matter between her and your mother is also

 under investigation.  

It’s just that it’s a long time ago. To find out the truth, you need to For a while.”  

Hedy’s eyes flashed, and he turned to look at Preston next to him, but he didn’t expect him to move so f

ast.  

“Over there in Geary Village, I also ordered people to stop the reporters. They are not 

allowed to harass your parents. You just need to concentrate on making your debut in the competition.”

 Preston gave her a reassurance.  

  

“You…” Hedy was a little surprised.  

Preston has even considered this layer.  

As smart as she is, she quickly thought of another thing, “Are you also blocking the reporters around me

?”  



Several times, she thought that reporters would swarm over to interview her, but in the end there were 

no reporters. A lot of trouble.  

Preston didn’t expect Hedy’s thoughts to turn so fast, and felt helpless, so he had to admit it.  

“You really helped me a lot.” There was an unknown emotion on Hedy’s beautiful face.  

“Impressed?” He asked with a smile.  

Hedy nodded.  

“If you are moved, go to bed early, don’t think about 

it, I will do everything.” Preston took Hedy into his arms and turned off the light.  

Nostrils are full of his faint breath, and Hedy also closes his eyes and falls asleep.  

This time, Hedy slept until the next afternoon, and Preston stayed with her until the afternoon.  

After eating a simple meal, whether it was lunch or dinner, she returned to the “Bright Star” program gr

oup.  

That night, the program restarted recording.  

Hedy, Amber, Doris, Rainie, Vanilla and another young lady gathered  

  

in the dance practice room.  

This time the atmosphere is more subtle.  

After everyone got their mobile phones, they basically went to the Mango platform immediately to see t

he audience’s reaction in the first issue of “Bright Star“.  

Through the comment area, everyone knows the love and resentment between Hedy’s mother and  

Amber’s mother. I also know why Hedy and Amber were voted in the same group… It’s really not a big d

eal for the audience  

to gossip. “Hedy.” Amber was the first to speak, with a friendly smile,  

“I don’t think we can comment on the affairs of the elders. At least for now, we are 

teammates who can trust each other. I hope you won’t hold grudges.” “There is a  

pattern!” Rainie gave thumbs up with both hands, “As expected of the daughter of Queen Sky!”  

Everyone nodded.  

Hedy stated lightly, “I don’t hold any grudges.”  

From the very beginning, she never had any hostility towards Amber.  

“That would be great.” Amber cut to the chase, “Now let’s discuss who will be the C for the second roun

d of performances.”  



After speaking, she raised her 

hand with a shy expression, “I recommend myself as the C, just like As Miss Rainie said, the theme this ti

me is very beneficial to me, and I think I can take on the  

responsibility of C, so that the audience can’t look away when they see it.” ”  

I agree.” Rainie and the other girls nodded.  

“I recommend Hedy.” Vanilla’s rational analysis,  

Amber is very young, but Hedy’s overall strength and aura are stronger and more eye–

catching, and the program group allows players to be consecutive C positions.”  

Doris agrees with Vanilla, “Wait Only after Hedy retains the audience can we perform better.”  

Rainie said in an unhappy tone, “No matter how strong Hedy is, she is not the type of youth. Seeing her 

expressionless face, how can she perform cheerful youth?”  

Vanilla retorted, “How do you know that she can’t change her style? At least let her try it?”  

Everyone looked at Hedy who had been silent.  

Amber smiled brightly, “There’s no need to try, I can be double C with Hedy, both stand in the middle, ju

st change the dance, Hedy, would you like it?” “Yes.” Hedy has no objection.  

When C means attention, attention equals more votes, more votes equals high ranking, high rank equals

 debut, and debut equals completion of tasks.  

“Then let’s change the dance position first.”  

The group members began to change the dance.  

This dance, similar to the cheerleading dance, corresponds to the school’s youthful sports competition a

nd closely follows the theme of the performance.  

  

The host began to pick hands for interviews again.  

This time I picked Rainie.  

128H Vouchers  

Rainie sat on the high chair, holding the white doll she took from the table.  

Host, “I think netizens will be very curious. Last time you announced the ranking, you guessed that you 

were the first, and you felt after losing to Hedy.”  

It doesn’t matter.” Rainic shrugged, “I thought I had enough fans, it turns out she has more, so what can 

be done?  

But the bright star is a place that relies on strength, not a place to rest on its laurels, and she can’t be th

e first every time.”  



Host, “I like your self–confidence, do you think Hedy will Has it always been at the top?”  

Rainie, “Not necessarily, Hedy’s ranking is now high, which is  

inseparable from the theme of the first round of performances and the number of basic fans, and there i

s a word called ‘start high and go low‘,– which means the higher you start, It’s getting lower and lower. 

Who knows if Hedy will be eliminated suddenly?”  

Host, “Then who is your favorite player?”  

Rainie,” Amber, I think she is very down–to–earth and easy–going, it’s  

hard to imagine She is the daughter of the famous Diva! I am so  

blessed to be on the same team as her!”  

-Break  

time.  

Amber was alone, and came to the VIP lounge with a sunny smile.  

  

After the door closed, the smile on her face disappeared.  

She opened the drawer, took out a cigarette from the lady’s cigarette case, lit it, took a deep breath and 

then exhaled.  

Hum-  

the phone next to the cigarette case vibrated, and a call came.  

This is Amber’s phone.  

No one in the show crew would dare to accept her things, this is her prerogative.  

“Mom.” She answered the phone, skillfully flicking ash with the other hand.  

Victoria, “How about it, did Hedy embarrass you, who is C in your group?”  

Amber smoked, expressionless, “She dare not, if C, we are both, change the dance.”  

Victoria, “Youth theme she Do you dare to C?”  

Amber lowered her eyes, ” Doris and Vanilla recommended her to C, and I will follow the trend and call 

Hedy together.”  

Victoria, “Why give her this opportunity?”  

Amber, “The more she can’t support the theme, the more I 

can support it, Standing together with double Cs, the contrast is more obvious, which is more beneficial 

to me.”  



Victoria, “Okay, it’s my daughter, she can think fast enough, I will contact the director team and ask the

m to give you some more shots. Be sure to put Hedy Let’s compare.”  

Amber, “Mom, you don’t have to worry about Hedy, my daughter doesn’t take her seriously, I’ll be the fi

rst to debut, so I’m done The time came to the day of the second stage performance  

The three instructors sat upright  

The next process is still to go up to perform one by one, and be commented by the instructor sentence b

y sentence  

Soon, it was time for the performance in Hedy’s group  

Chapter 154 The smiling and cheerful Hedy!  

Six of Hedy came on stage.  

She and Amber stand in the middle of the stage.  

Doris and Vanilla stood in a row behind Hedy.  

Rainie and another young lady stood in a row behind  

Amber. Their singing uniforms are uniform striped football short-  

sleeves, with short pleated skirts, safety pants inside to avoid exposure, and white sneakers on their feet

.  

The difference is that the clothes worn by the three in Hedy’s row are blue. The clothes  

Amber wears in this row are red.  

The six people lowered their heads, holding golden cheerleading ball flowers behind their backs.  

The musical prelude sounded.  

Dancing instructor, “Isn’t it? Hedy is C again? Can she support the theme of ‘youth“?”  

Singing instructor, “If you stand in the C position and don’t perform well, you may be scolded…” The rap 

instructor unscrewed The drink bottle cap under the name of the sponsor, “Squeeze a sweat for her.” W

hen the words fell, Hedy and Amber in the first row raised their heads and smiled vigorously at the came

ra.  

“Pilt.” The rap instructor who just took a sip of his drink coughed.  

  

Hedy laughed!  

Hedy actually laughed!  

Although Amber ‘s smile is innocent, Hedy’s smile is prettier!  

Because Amber has been designed by this character from the beginning to the end, no matter how muc

h she smiles, it will not make people’s eyes shine.  



Hedy is different, she is used to being cold, and suddenly she smiles so generously and innocently, it’s lik

e the sun is coming out from the west, it’s hard not to pay attention!  

This attention was attracted by Hedy.  

Everyone seemed to see Hedy in the school football field, turning into a beautiful and energetic cheerlea

der, waving ball flowers, dancing and cheering for the athletes on the green grass.  

White pigeons fly in the blue sky, surrounded by 

immature students, there is no intrigue in the workplace, and there is no turbulent undercurrent in socie

ty, and the shouts go straight to the sky.  

Carefree, innocent and cheerful.  

The dance instructor nodded, “Actually, that’s right. Hedy is only eighteen years old. He is young at this a

ge, just smile!” The  

singing instructor frowned, “What’s going on with Amber ? I feel like my expression froze after dancing f

ace to face with Hedy?”  

Rap instructor, “It’s an illusion, I think she manages her expressions  

well.”  

Actually, this is not an illusion of the singing instructor.  

  

Amber really froze for a moment, but adjusted quickly.  

She remembered that Hedy never smiled in the dance practice room, why did he change his expression 

when he came on stage?  

And with such a cheerful smile, it seems that she is not the same as the domineering female president in

 the last performance!  

The show came to an end.  

offstage.  

The host nodded and said to the camera, “I feel like I can do it again, I’m going to interview this cheerful 

and friendly cheerleader Hedy!”  

After the dance, Hedy finished the poss with a smile.  

The host came to the stage with anticipation.  

At the end of the song, Hedy’s smile 

disappeared, and he returned to his indifferent and repulsive appearance.  

Host, “…”  

He retreated sensiblely.  



clap clap.  

The three mentors applaud.  

Dance instructor, “I think if the full score is 100, Amber can get 100.”  

“Thank you instructor.” Amber bowed, maintaining a smile on her face.  

She can’t make mistakes in her dominant themes.  

“You have made great progress.” The dance instructor nodded  

  

approvingly, and turned to look at Hedy,  

“Hedy, out of 100, I will give you 120, I am not afraid of your pride!”  

In this performance, Hedy broke the audience’s inherent impression, still maintained a super high level o

f performance, which is amazing.  

“Thank you.” Hedy said calmly. The smile on  

Amber’s face remained the same, but there was a layer of coldness in  

her heart.  

It seems that she needs to pay more attention to Hedy.  

This concludes the second round of performances.  

Host, “You will enter a new training camp and wait for the votes of the  

audience after the program is uploaded. This time, we will eliminate another 30 contestants and leave ‘B

right Star‘.” -Bright Star of the second  

.  

episode  

After the clip is finished, upload it to the Mango Video platform.  

The audience who waited on the platform and clicked to watch immediately.  

The number of broadcasts this time is much higher than that of the first issue due to the blessing of vari

ous elements.  

At the beginning of the show, the voting rankings were announced, and Rainie ‘s self–

confidence really embarrassed the audience.  

In a follow–

up interview, he said that Hedy might “drive high and go low“, causing Hedy’s fans and passers–

by to feel a little uncomfortable.  

  



Rainie’s fans said,  

Hedy’s style is very fixed, and he may drive high and low. This is reality, not a curse. Some fans should no

t be too glassy!”  

Then came the song selection in groups.  

Originally, everyone would think that Amber and Hedy would quarrel over their respective mothers.  

Unexpectedly, the daughters of the two actresses are very reasonable, and they really have a wave of fa

ns.  

Especially Amber.  

When she decided to C with Hedy, the audience felt that she was really kind and generous, willing to sac

rifice herself and unwilling to cause conflicts in the team.  

And when Hedy also wants to be the theme of youth C, the audience feels confused, can Hedy interpret 

“youth“?  

Radical people directly ridiculed Hedy for being overwhelmed.  

Accusing Hedy of not refusing to be a C, she is uncoordinated, and even “bullyed” other team members, 

taking away their power to shine.  

The progress of the video has come to the second round of stage performances.  

For those who are impatient, go directly to the performance of the Hedy group.  

As soon as the music played, Hedy smiled, and the yin and yang of the keyboard warriors disappeared, r

eplaced by praise from passers–by and fans.  

   

Hedy’s votes soared at a faster rate than the previous round of voting.  

Amber, who played full marks, also got more votes than last time.  

Rainie has a fan base, and the number of votes is growing fast.  

At the same time, the “Bright Star” program group also released new support methods for the second ro

und of performances.  

In addition to basic shots, players‘ fans can record videos to support the players.  

But the content of the video must be related to the program performed by the contestants on the stage.

  

The staff will also select some support videos and broadcast them to the players in the program.  

This is an opportunity to meet idols.  

Fans of each player immediately geared up and started a video of support.  

The first viral video was named ” Amber “.  



The video shows a young man in a suit playing the violin in his garden with his eyes closed.  

He has a handsome appearance and a violin worth millions. The tune he plays is a variation of the cheerl

eading dance song, elegant and lingering.  

After pulling, he opened his eyes with a gentle voice, “Amber, come on, I’ll wait for your return.”  

This person is the son of the CEO of a well–known company and Amber ‘s fiancé.  

  

As soon as the video came out, the audience became envious and expressed that they were full of dog f

ood.  

This kind of love between a man and a woman has produced a domino effect.  

The audience attracted by “Beautiful Love” came to the draft and voted for Amber.  

Amber has more votes.  

The short–term growth rate even surpassed that of Hedy! 

Chapter 155 Preston cheers! Go high and go low? Drive high and go high!  

The next day, Sun found out that Amber ‘s vote count skyrocketed after her fiancé’s video support, and i

mmediately held a meeting in the seventh class of readers.  

A group of people discussed how to record a support video for Hedy, so that Hedy’s votes also skyrocket

ed.  

Everyone has a lot of ideas, but compared with Amber ‘s fiancé, they seem too pale.  

After the discussion was fruitless, Sun typed, “You guys think about it, I’ll go to Mango to see the suppor

t videos of other players‘ fans, and see if I can find some inspiration.” He opened the webpage, logged in

 Mango, and selected the “Bright Star”  

fan support video. He thought he would see  

the word ”  

Amber” at the top of the list. Because the video shot by  

Amber’s fiancé is currently the hottest. But he didn’t see ” Amber “, and in the title of the first video, it a

ctually said “Hedy“!  

He opened his eyes wide and clicked in.  

The camera shot was in the sky at first, and the beautiful piano variations sounded in the background.  

Then, the camera went from the top of the floating clouds to the blue sea, and then it was like a boat, ri

ding the wind and waves in the sea to a private island.  

The island is densely jungled, with birds chirping and butterflies  

  



flying, like a paradise.  

During the period, the sound 

of the piano was melodious, and the camera continued to deepen, as if looking for the performer.  

Eventually, the camera stops at a clearing in the woods.  

There is a crystal piano in the open space, and in front of the piano sits a man in a tuxedo with his back t

o the camera.  

He has a slender figure and an extraordinary temperament comparable to that of an ordinary man. His b

ony fingers are playing the keys calmly.  

The camera moves slowly around him, but cunningly prevents the audience from seeing the picture abo

ve his neck.  

It was only after 

the camera turned that the audience saw a piece of Black Forest cake on the crystal piano.  

A minute later, the piano was played, the camera went black, and the video ended.  

There are many comments below the video.  

“?? This shot is so amazing, I thought I was watching the opening scene of a movie!”  

That crystal piano seems to be worth 20 million…” ”  

So why did he put a cake on top of the piano?”  

”  

He is Who? Just a back view makes my heart flutter!”  

“I’m the only one who feels that this video is against the video of Amber’s fiancé?”  

  

Go high and gol live high and ge  

“My garden VS private island, million violins VS thousand, well, I  

declare Amber a complete defeat.”  

This support video went viral.  

It’s too high quality.  

People can listen to it as a piano piece.  

Because the song is good enough.  

People can also appreciate it as a landscape.  

Because the scenery is beautiful enough.  



People can also understand it as a piano appreciation.  

Because the 20 million crystal piano is so beautiful!  

Coupled with a man with a charming back, and a piece of cake that makes a girl’s heart full, every bit is 

worth sharing and deliberating.  

Share it, share it, you can’t do without its title –  

Hedy!  

What does Hedy mean?  

person’s name? The name of the scene? The name of the piano piece?  

I don’t know, let’s search again.  

After a search, I found “Bright Star” and got to know Hedy.  

This kind of drainage led to an increase in Hedy’s votes in the same period, and the counter pressure on 

Amber was more than three times!  

per cheeral Cia high and go low Drive high and go  

Sun wasn’t sure who this person was  

He’s just sure he’s about to burst into laughter.  

Class 7 chat group.  

Sun, Let’s wash up and sleep, my family, someone has helped us torture us back!  

Wufei Rabbit goes away.  

Voting time for the second round of performances is also closed.  

In the Bright Star program group, 60 contestants put on gray and white. JK uniforms and gathered in the 

recording and broadcasting hall.  

After the chat, the host said, “It’s time to announce the ranking again, No. 30…”  

It wasn’t until the tenth place that the support video shot by fans appeared on the big screen.  

”  

The tenth is Vanilla, her ranking has risen, and fans cheer for her playing guitar.  

The eighth place is Doris, her ranking has also risen, and fans drew a picture of her.  

Rainie was fourth, and her ranking dropped. She was slapped in the face by Hedy, saying that Hedy drov

e high and low, which affected the popularity of passers–by  

The third is the girls from the other group who performed particularly well in this performance.  

  



“Hedy and Amber, please come on stage.” The host began to reorganize,  

“Who do you think is the number one?”  

  

Amber pointed at Hedy, eyebrows and eyes slightly curved, “Hedy.”  

Her mobile phone was not confiscated, she knew the latest rankings.  

Hedy still had the same indifferent expression, “Me.”  

The host announced the answer, “Second place, Amber, 15,436,517 votes!”  

The big screen played Amber ‘s fiancé’s violin support.  

“Huh~” the contestants booed.  

Amber blushed shyly, and when her fiance called her name, the corners of her eyes were wet and she wi

ped away tears.  

Very pitiful.  

The host hurriedly passed the tissue.  

After a simple consolation, the host said again, “The first place in this performance, Hedy, 26,045,217 vo

tes! Drive high and go high!” The  

big screen played the support video of Hedy’s fans.  

The contestants covered their mouths and exclaimed,  

“Good piano music!”  

“What a beautiful scenery!”  

“Oh my god, crystal piano, and cake, I love it!”  

 “Who is this guy, he has such an amazing temperament!”  

The host smiled and asked, “Hedy, do you know the man in the video? As far as I know, the repost of thi

s video has exceeded 500,000, which has won you a lot of votes.” “Yes.” Hedy nodded  

There was a soft light in her eyes, “It’s my best friend.”  

She recognized Preston’s back at a glance.  

The host asked again, “Then can you explain to us why there is a black forest cake on top of the piano? S

ome netizens speculated that it was for you. To be honest, I don’t believe it. In my heart, you are the low

est, and you are the lowest.  

“It must be someone who likes shark sashimi.  

When necessary, it is not impossible to go to the sea to catch sharks. yourself.”  



All the contestants laughed “hahaha” and agreed with the host’s words very much.  

Hedy nodded to Susan, “Well, I like cakes.”  

Host, “.  

Contestants,  

Director,  

Staff, “…”  

The air was enigmatically quiet.  

“Unfortunately, another 30 contestants are going to leave us. I wish you all dreams in your life and succe

ss in each of you.” The host  

   

entered the process with a solemn expression and sent the eliminated  

ones away.  

Hedy.  

This turning point is so blunt.  

There are only 30 players left in the field.  

Host. “In the third round, we will draw lots and divide them into 5 groups with 6 people in each group. Pl

ease come to the stage to draw lots.”  

The results of the lottery came out soon.  

Doris and Vanilla went to different teams respectively.  

Hedy, Amber, Rainie, drawn to the same group.  

The theme of the third round of performances is sweetness.  

The rest day came again. Before  

Doris and Vanilla moved out of the dormitory, they hooked Hedy’s shoulders from left to right, took her 

to a corner, and winked,  

“Tell us honestly, that man playing the piano is really just your good friend?”  

Hedy nodded.  

“Okay.” The two left with regret.  

Hedy got the phone and walked towards the five–star hotel that Preston had booked.  

She was in the hotel lobby and saw Preston.  

  



  

high and go  

I also saw a pretty girl sitting opposite Preston.  

The two talked and laughed, and the atmosphere was harmonious. 

Chapter 156 Hedy’s Jealousy  

Hedy’s mood changed slightly the moment he saw this beautiful girl.  

Before she could think about what this change was, the beautiful girl also saw her, her eyes lit up, and sh

e raised her eyebrows at Preston,  

“Hey, Hedy is here!”  

She knew Hedy’s existence from Preston.  

Preston turned around and looked at Hedy, with surprise in his deep 

eyes, “Why is it so early this time, I planned to wait to pick you up.” “The filming ended earlier.”  

Hedy opened his red lips lightly and walked over.  

“Let me introduce my friend to you.” Preston pointed at the beautiful girl opposite, with a smile on his h

andsome face,  

“Hera, my college classmate, is currently a paleontological scientist at the USA Academy of Sciences.”  

“Hello.” Hera held out her hand to Hedy.  

“Hello.” Hedy shook back, and couldn’t help but look at Hera differently in his heart.  

The girl in front of her was already a scientist before she was thirty years old.  

What’s even more rare is that her facial features are quite beautiful, and she is actually a Vicky with bot

h talent and beauty.  

“Hedy, I finally met you, someone wants to put your name on their  

body, let everyone know that you are him…” Hera’s voice rose.  

Preston coughed twice.  

“A good friend!” Hera changed the topic, and then looked at Hedy with a smile, “A very good friend.”  

In her opinion, Hedy’s deeds are really amazing, no wonder he was caught in the eyes of an old classmat

e.  

“You are also very good.” Hedy replied seriously.  

“If you continue to boast, it will become a commercial bragging. Let’s go, I’ll treat you to dinner.” Hera t

ook the lead and walked out.  

“Let’s go.” Preston got up, and took Hedy’s hand graciously.  



Hedy looked at the hand held by Preston, felt the warmth from his palm, nodded and followed.  

This dinner is in a well–decorated restaurant.  

During the meal, Hera and Preston hadn’t seen each other for many years, and they talked about a lot of

 interesting things about college, and brought Hedy into the topic from time to time.  

Hedy Susan smiled and listened quietly, her eyelids drooping lower  

and lower.  

During their college years, she was an outsider.  

After the meal, Hera waved to the two, stopped the car and left alone.  

Hedy and Preston also returned to the hotel suite.  

In the night, Hedy lay on the bed, in an inexplicably bad mood, without saying a word.  

“Are you uncomfortable?” Preston next to her turned and asked her, worry in his deep voice.  

On this rest day, she seemed to be in a bad state.  

“A little tired.” Hedy didn’t know how to answer, so he had to find an excuse, his eyes shone dazzlingly u

nder the dim yellow light.  

“Thank you.” He frowned slightly.  

It’s really tiring to train intensively all the time and not be able to sleep well.  

“It’s not that hard.” Hedy closed his eyes and shook his head lightly, then opened his eyes and looked at 

him, his eyes were so gentle.  

Preston suddenly thought of the Hedy he saw in “Bright Star“.  

In the show, she 

is either cold, or domineering, or perfunctory, or contemptuous, like the flower, or the snow lotus 

of Mountain, which makes people marvel at her beauty, but makes people afraid to approach her.  

Now she is docile, peaceful, with no edges and corners, no sharp thorns.  

This is another Hedy that those fans who are crazy about her can’t see.  

Only he can see it.  

Only he, Preston, can see.  

This recognition gave Preston an indescribable sense of satisfaction.  

Especially at this moment.  

Hedy lay beside him.  



She had just finished taking a shower, and she was wearing the white pajamas prepared in the suite. Her

 jet–black hair was sprinkled on the light–

colored pillow, as if ink was splashed by a divine hand, and the painting was formed spontaneously.  

Coupled with that beautiful little face, and the expression of obediently shaking his head and obediently 

opening his eyes, he really looked like the little wife he had dreamed of.  

Preston couldn’t help but kissed the red lips lightly, gentle and restrained, only staying on the surface of 

the red lips.  

She was very tired, and he didn’t want to ask for too much.  

He just closed his eyes, stealing her fragrance over and over again.  

Hedy didn’t resist.  

Preston’s handsome face with no blind spots was magnified in front of her, carrying a faint pleasant sme

ll.  

She thought of Hera.  

Hera, a college classmate who is generous, talented and beautiful, and is also a good friend with Preston

. Is Preston as caring to Hera as he is to himself?  

She suddenly felt very stuffy in her heart.  

What kind of comparison is this.  

They are obviously friends.  

Isn’t it normal for friends to be nice to friends?  

What the hell is she thinking.  

(Tapler 150 Herty’s Jealou  

298 You here  

Hedy put away the messy thoughts in his head, and felt that the most urgent thing was to practice kissin

g with Preston.  

She also closed her eyes, hooked Preston’s neck, turned passive into active, pried open Preston’s thin lip

s, and the tip of her tongue hooked  

to his big tongue, dancing with the feeling.  

up  

Preston opened his long, narrow eyes with shock.  

How could she…  

the girl under her closed her eyes and kissed him actively. Although her movements were young and clu

msy, they were more irritating than the world’s top love potion.  



The restraint he thought was solid was easily broken by her, and his eyes were also covered with monstr

ous lust.  

No man can hold back in this situation.  

He left her lips, turned over and pressed her under him, staring at her fiercely  

Hedy froze for a moment, before she could ask, the aggressive kiss came suddenly like a summer rainsto

rm.  

This kiss was more brutal than any kiss before.  

Hedy was a little overwhelmed, she instinctively wanted to push Preston away, but was clasped above h

er head by his wrist which locked both hands behind his back with one hand.  

After plundering all her sweetness, his kiss slowly moved down and buried his head on her neck.  

The other hand came to the belt of her pajamas without 

a sound, and with a light tug… a girl’s hesitant voice came from her ear.  

  

Preston paused, and his eyes gradually became clear, He raised his head and let go of Hedy’s hands, his 

deep voice carried a hint of desire that hadn’t faded.  

“Sorry,  

I’m a little involved.” “It’s okay, just learn it.” IIedy looked at his red wrist and rubbed it, frowning slightl

y, complaining a little.  

He has great strength.  

Little did they know how impactful this scene was in Preston’s eyes.  

Her hair was disheveled, her red lips were slightly swollen, and the 

movements of rubbing her wrists and the dissatisfaction between her eyebrows and eyes seemed to be 

accusing him of being rude.  

But it doesn’t make him feel guilty.  

It just makes him want to be ruder.  

“I’m going to take a shower.” Preston walked into the bathroom with hot eyes and a hoarse voice.  

If he doesn’t calm down, he will really turn into a beast.  

When he came out of the bathroom, the girl on the bed had already fallen asleep on her side, her sleepi

ng face was non–aggressive, purer than an angel.  

Preston smiled, walked over lightly, half knelt by the bed, took the back of her hand, and kissed her lightl

y, his voice was softer than the moonlight outside the window,  

“Hurry up and become my possession.” 



Chapter 157 Kick Hedy out of the team!  

the next day.  

Before Hedy returned to the program group, Preston mentioned something to her.  

“I have found evidence that your mother  

River did not plagiarize.” At that time, River was accused of plagiarizing Victoria, but the biggest reason 

why he was unable to refute it was that her manuscript was not recorded by a computer, but a handwrit

ten manuscript.  

She showed 

the manuscript to her best friend Victoria, who took the opportunity to take a picture and uploaded it o

n the Internet a few days later.  

This photo was stored in the private photo album of Victoria’s personal social account.  

Preston has got the picture.  

“People often say that the Internet has no memory. In fact, the Internet is the most honest thing, and ev

erything is made up of code.” Preston’s voice is magnetic, “After analyzing the code, the  

actual time when this photo was taken also comes out, which is faster than what Victoria said. The ‘origi

nal‘ time is early.”  

Hedy’s eyes flashed, “But this photo alone is not enough to clear the black name of my mother.  

My mother was accused of betraying her body for the sake of  

superiority. In fact, Victoria used a special drug I fascinated my mother.  

The drug is not accessible to most people, so I have to find the source of the drug.”  

She asked her mother to describe in detail the reaction after drinking the drug.  

“The drug was obtained by Victoria ‘s little bastard concubine. Afterwards, he took Victoria ‘s money an

d left the USA to wander abroad. My people are looking for him.” Preston handed Hedy a photo.  

The picture shows a young Victoria hugging a gangster in a bar.  

“It’s still the same sentence, you only care about the game, and I will help you with other things. When a

ll the evidence is complete, I will ruin Victoria’s reputation.” Preston in a white shirt put one hand in his s

uit pocket, with a majestic figure.  

Hedy nodded and left the hotel.  

night.  

Hedy, Amber, Rainie and three other girls gathered in the dance practice room of “Bright Star“.  

This time, one of the three young ladies took the C position.  

Gradually, the performance stage came in the daily training.  



This time, the Hedy group is the first to perform.  

Their playing costumes are particularly cute tutu skirts.  

The tutu skirt is divided into five colors. Hedy is wearing bright yellow, with soft black hair and double po

nytail lantern braids, which reveals sweetness everywhere.  

In terms of strength, it still maintains a high level.  

Amber is standing in Hedy’s symmetrical position, wearing a pink tutu skirt, draped hair, and a butterfly 

hairpin. She is also very sweet.  

In terms of strength, there has been obvious improvement, only a little worse than Hedy, ranking secon

d in the team.  

At the end of the performance, the instructors commented that Hedy and Amber are more like C, and th

e little sister C is quite satisfactory, a bit inferior.  

When the other groups were performing, Amber left the recording hall with the excuse of convenience.  

She called her mother  

Victoria. “What’s the matter, baby girl?”  

“Mom, I can’t be in the same group as Hedy.” Amber’s brows and eyes darkened,  

“She is too weird, no matter what style she can easily control, she is always ahead of me.”  

Her goal is not only to debut, Still debuted as the most dazzling person, Hedy blocked her way.  

Victoria, “Shouldn’t we draw lots to form a team again for the next round of performances?”  

Amber, “What if I get together with her again? I don’t want to take risks.”  

Victoria, “How do you want Mom to help you?”  

Amber, “Tell the program team that this performance does not eliminate people, only voters.  

Each group votes to select one player to be kicked out of the team, and the kicked out team will become

 the new team, separating Hedy and  

me  

. “A good idea, but the program team may not…”  

Amber, “Don’t worry, the program team will agree, because it will be more interesting, make the show 

more popular, and make them make more money.” After  

hanging up the phone, Amber said Smoking in the VIP lounge.  

Twenty minutes later, Victoria sent a message saying that the matter was settled.  

Amber returns to the studio.  

-The  



sweet–themed performance has officially ended.  

The host came to the stage, “I have good news or bad news, which one do you want to hear?”  

Contestants, “Good news!”  

“The good news is that in this round of performances, no contestants will be eliminated, and you can all 

participate The next round of performance.”  

The contestants cheered and asked what the bad news was..  

 

“The bad news is that you all have to conduct a vote to select the player you think is the ‘most inappropr

iate‘ or ‘least suitable‘ to be in your team. All the  

players who are voted out of the team form another team for a performance.”  

The 

contestants are stunned. They are still performing “sisterhood” in front of the video recorder. Now they 

are going to “turn against each other“?  

Do you want to be so ruthless?  

Host, “Start voting now, and the results will be announced in ten minutes.”  

The contestants began to vote.  

Hedy group.  

Rainie and her other young ladies exchanged glances, and Hedy was all–in.  

Hedy is too dazzling, crowding out their space.  

People don’t kill heaven and earth for themselves.  

Amber pretended, struggled for a long time, and filled in another young lady.  

She doesn’t need to fill in Hedy.  

To kill people with a knife, it is enough for others to vote for Hedy.  

-Ten  

minutes passed quickly.  

Doris was voted.  

Vanilla was voted.  

A player named Bird is voted.  

A player named Lee was voted.  

Because the Hedy group is the strongest, the results will be announced at the end.  



Rainie came on stage and picked Hedy.  

The two young ladies came to the stage and chose Hedy.  

Amber came to power and chose someone else.  

Hedy got on stage last, and no one was on her ticket.  

Host, “Why do you…” Her eyes glanced at  

Rainie and the three of them lightly, “I know I will be voted out, so  

it doesn’t make sense to fill in anyone.” Glancing at Hedy, he announced the success of the team reorga

nization.  

From the original 5 teams, each team has 6 people.  

It became the current 6 teams with 5 people in each team.  

Host, “Next, I will introduce the elimination rules. From now on, the individual voting list will be cancelle

d, and the team voting list will be established. At the end of  

each round of performance, the team with the fewest votes will be eliminated  

Team, debut directly!”  

The players were taken aback, they didn’t expect each other’s fate, they would be tied together from no

w on.  

“For the theme of the next round, please watch the big screen.” The host raised his hand.  

Three words appeared on the screen, WeiUSD.  

The host explained, “This theme tests the artist’s original ability. The contestants of each team need to 

make a semi–

finished song in a short period of time, and then hand it over to our professional teachers for perfection.

 Then, based on the perfected song, choreograph  

performance.”  

-The  

new issue of “Bright Star” was edited and uploaded to the Mango platform.  

The audience was not frightened by the performance of the contestants, but by the program crew.  

The operation of this lottery ticket out of the team is too different.  

Seeing that powerful players like Hedy were voted out of the team, fans and passers–

by were all blown away.  

This kind of aboveboard exclusion is really a bullfrog bullfrog.  

There are also some contestants, why are they still good sisters before the vote, but they start backstab

bing after the vote?  



It’s directly into a tearful revenge drama, right?  

Okay, “Bright Star“, you have successfully attracted the attention of  

the master.  

I want to see, who will win the next game! 

Chapter 158 I feel like we’re going to be taken away by Hedy!  

No matter how the Internet is full of gunpowder, Hedy has entered a new round of training.  

The five contestants voted out by the original team gathered in the dance practice room.  

“Hi everyone, I’m Doris / Vanilla .” Doris and Vanilla introduce themselves to their new teammates.  

The two of them were voted out for the same reason as Hedy, their personal strength is too eye–

catching, taking away the light of others.  

“Bird.” The woman with shoulder–length short hair laughed at herself, “A piece of ‘twice–

cooked pork“.”  

In draft circles, twice–

cooked pork refers to a player who has participated in more than one draft and has never debuted. It is 

considered a derogatory term.  

“I know you. I picked you when you participated in a singing audition last time. At that time, I thought yo

u were super powerful, but  

unfortunately you didn’t make your debut. I don’t understand why!” Doris entered the state of chasing s

tars.  

Bird smiled nonchalantly, “Because I’m not pretty.”  

Her single eyelids and thin eyes did not conform to the mainstream aesthetics of the entertainment indu

stry.  

That’s why she was voted out.  

 “This…” Doris didn’t know what to say.  

“Ili everyone, I’m Lee.” The slightly shorter baby–faced girl introduced with a wave.  

“Hedy.” Hedy briefly went through the process, and handed them the blank paper.  

“One person is responsible for writing a piece of music, you come first.”  

Doris wrinkled her nose, “What should I do if I haven’t written a piece of music before?”  

The difficulty of Bright Star It’s really too high, and even let amateurs write the music.  

Vanilla, “The program team has taken this into consideration. You can hum the part you want, and I’ll wr

ite it for you.” “Let me do the  

first part.” Bird picked up the guitar and started playing the melody.  



Four people, one person, one section, no matter whether the effect is good or not, it can be considered 

to have completed the “micro- original” stumbled.  

Hedy took the manuscript, went through it carefully, changed a few keys, and then wrote the climax par

t  

Ten minutes later, she handed over the complete piece to Bird, “Play it again and see if there is anything

 you want to modify.” When  

Bird saw the manuscript, he 

straightened his relaxed back, and asked Hedy in a shocked tone, “You…learn Have you ever created it?”

  

She is more professional than Doris and others, and she can see the quality of the manuscript.  

The few keys modified by Hedy erased the stagnation of the original song, making the whole song much 

smoother and smoother.  

The tunes in the climax part made the tunes written by a few rookies take a qualitative leap.  

“I understand a little bit.” Hedy said calmly, with calm brows and eyes.  

“You’re so humble.” Bird began to pluck the strings of his guitar.  

The perfect tune revised by Hedy was played in the dance practice  

room.  

Doris and the others opened their mouths wide and shouted nicely.  

“If there is no problem, I will hand over the song to the program crew.” Hedy finally asked.  

Several people nodded vigorously.  

“I feel like we’re going to be taken away by Hedy, this guy is so capable!” Vanilla complained with a smil

e.  

The Amber group, also composing.  

Rainie handed the completed piece to Amber, ” Amber, we wrote it.”  

Amber graduated from a music school with a strong creative ability.  

So everyone agreed to give the climax to Amber.  

“Well, I’ll fill in the climax.” Amber took the manuscript and read it slowly.  

She also changed a few pitches, and then spent half an hour filling in  

the climax 

Chapter 159 

Rainie took the complete draft and hummed it, her eyes lit up, Amber, you filled it out well, and the revi

sions are also very pleasant!”  



The dog legs nodded unanimously.  

“Thank you.”  

Amber smiled softly, left the dance practice room with an excuse, and went back to the separate VIP roo

m to smoke, upset.  

She can compose, but asking her to write after Rainie and others have written a paragraph will make her

 feel restricted by the framework.  

The climax part of the song she filled out based on them is good.  

But “not bad” is not her pursuit.  

She wants to “stand out“.  

There is someone who can help her “stand out“.  

Amber took out her mobile phone and logged into a very unpopular foreign original music website.  

This website is called “Dream“, which translates as dream, and it is already on the verge of closing down.

  

She enters “Freedom” in the search bar to enter a user’s personal space.  

Freedom, translated as “Freedom“, is a music creator with only 6 fans in Dream Station.  

Amber didn’t know whether this person was a man or a woman, but just by chance, she accidentally clic

ked on TA’s homepage and played one of TA’s works casually.  

The sound of the work made her listen to all Freedom’s works.  
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Unfortunately, Freedom does not have too many works, except for one “Wind“, the rest are semi–

finished products.  

If the climax part of one of the semi–finished products can be filled in with the music made by  

Rainie and others, it will definitely achieve a shocking effect. “The website is very unpopular, and Freedo

m is even less popular. There are only 6 fans. No one should find out that I plagiarized.”  

Amber was thinking about it, and went back to the dance studio, “I want to change the climax part.”  

“Twitter “Original” performance day is coming slowly. When the  

Amber group performed on stage, Doris and others were very emotional in the background.  

Doris,” Amber is so strong now, it’s unimaginable. Her initial score was only D.”  

Vanilla nodded. Amber was easy–going and motivated, which really made them admire. But  

Bird asked another question, “Didn’t you find out that there are a lot of scenes of  



Amber training in each episode?” Lee wondered, “She is the daughter of the Queen of the Blue Sky, and 

she must have attracted much attention. There is nothing wrong with having more scenes?” ”  

Wrong Already.” Bird smiled mysteriously, “Do you know what a ‘hard–

working female watch‘ is? Or do you think that the daughter of a dignified queen will really come to the 

show with this kind of strength?” These words stunned several people  
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Bird, who has a lot of draft experience, said,  

“Amber is very strong, but she was weak at first, and she kept working hard, just to establish a good pers

onality for naive audiences.  

Let the audience look at it and think, ‘Ah, Amber used her unremitting efforts., in exchange for a huge i

mprovement, she is really different from those ‘coquettish sluts‘ outside.  

So, do you understand?”  

Doris was taken aback, “In this case, Amber is too scheming! It’s scary! Isn’t it, Hedy?”  

She looked back at Hedy, only to find that Hedy was in a daze.  

“Hedy, is there something on your mind?” Doris asked worriedly.  

Since Hedy came back from the last rest day, she seemed to be worried.  

She had never been in a daze before, and she had been in a daze several times.  

“What?” Hedy looked back at Doris  

She didn’t catch it.  

Doris, “…..”  

You really have something on your mind!  

On the stage, the songs of the Amber group entered the climax.  

As soon as the climax melody came out, Hedy’s eyes froze.  

She is familiar with this melody.  

After the climax was over, a cold look appeared on her beautiful face.  

If the melody only hits a little bit, she can treat it as similar.  

But the whole climax is consistent with the song she once made, which is plagiarism.  

Who did this part in the Amber team?  

  

I wonder who composed the music for the climax, not just Hedy.  



The singing instructor also asked, “I want to know who is responsible for the climax composer in your gr

oup?”  

Rainie and others pointed at Amber like a rival, “She!”  

Amber smiled shyly, “It’s me.”  

The singing instructor gave a thumbs up, ” You are amazing, if you are not popular after your debut, com

e and trouble me, you will be popular!” ”  

Wow!” All the contestants were surprised.  

This level of praise, but even Hedy has never received it!  

“Thank you, I will work hard!” Amber smiled widen and bowed seriously at ninety degrees.  

She knew that Freedom could help her!  

After the show airs this time, her approval rating will definitely overtake Hedy!  

The host called the Hedy group to perform on stage.  

After a performance, the audience burst into applause.  

Singing instructor, “If you talk about the Amber group, the climax part makes me feel amazing. Your son

g, from beginning to end, makes my hair stand on end!”  

Dancing instructor, “Let me guess, the climax of this song The part  

  

was made by Hedy, right  

Vanilla and others nodded, “It’s her, and she also changed the details of the whole song.”  

Singing tutor. “That’s right! No wonder the overall quality is so high!”  

Rap tutor. “Hedy, why are you so so Monster‘ huh? Why are you still participating in ‘Bright Star“? Why 

don’t you make your debut right away? I’ll buy all the tickets for your concert!” “Wow!” The  

contestants were surprised again.  

Hedy got a higher level of recognition than  

Amber! In the audience, Amber’s smile remained unchanged, but her fists were tightly clenched.  

She has already plagiarized Freedom, why is she still overwhelmed by Hedy?  

The host interrupted the topic, “Hedy, how about you evaluate the songs of other groups?”  

It is very interesting to let the strongest contestant evaluate other  

contestants.  



Hedy picked up the microphone and finished commenting on the other groups. When it came to the Am

ber group, she said succinctly,  

“As for the Amber group, I don’t think they deserve to participate in this performance.”  

As 

soon as the blunt and ugly words came out, the entire recording and broadcasting hall set off a storm. T

he members of  

the Amber group were stunned on the spot.  

  

Chapter 160  

Seeing this tweet, Sun patted the back of his head.  

He said “Wind” is very familiar, it turned out to be the accompaniment of Phoenix’s group dance back th

en.  

It’s just that there are more and more works after Phoenix, and they are getting more and more popular

. Everyone is watching new works, and they don’t revisit old ones much.  

-The  

phoenix came out to testify that Hedy is the fact that Freedom has become a certainty.  

Amber fans who questioned Hedy before quietly deleted their comments, as if as long as the comments 

are gone, they have done nothing, how clean.  

Hedy’s talent in music creation has once again refreshed the audience’s impression of her.  

In her group, the number of votes continued to increase.  

Some people are also curious why Hedy’s nickname is “Freedom“. Wasn’t she free before?  

No one can answer this question.  

“Bright Star” program group.  

Staff, “The appraisal results show that Amber is indeed plagiarized,  

and Hedy is also proven to be a Freedom thing.”  

The director showed embarrassment, “Can’t we publish the announcement truthfully?”  

Host, “No, if we post it, we will offend After the blue sky, we are all in the same circle, try not to offend if

 you can, and see if you can make a compromise in your wording.”  

Knock knock.  

Amber knocked on the door and came in with a pure and innocent face.  

“I just hit the inspiration. Since there are suspicions of plagiarism, our team is willing to re–

record and clear the existing votes. And no matter  



how many votes after re–

recording, all votes will be reduced.” Half of it will be used as the final statistic to show your innocent de

termination.”  

The host and director exchanged glances and agreed to Amber ‘s proposal.  

This is the best remedy for anyone.  

That night, “Bright Star” updated the stage of the Amber group and made an 

announcement at the same time.  

Said that Amber said that he and Hedy collided with inspiration, did not plagiarize, and did not know abo

ut Dream Station and Freedom.  

In order to avoid suspicion, she was willing to re–

record, and offered to halve the final votes to quell the disputes.  

This operation is very clever.  

The program team doesn’t need to offend Amber ‘s queen mother.  

Amber has reduced the intensity of being criticized, and her fans will feel more distressed.  

Because the thought that the number of votes for an idol will be halved, fans will work harder to solicit v

otes for the idol.  

Only Hedy “wounded” the world reached.  

It was her who was copied.  

It was she who was scolded  

by Amber fans. She still hasn’t made up for it, because Amber doesn’t admit to plagiarism.  

One word, absolutely.  

Sun and the others laughed angrily.  

In this situation, there is no other way except to try our best to promote and vote for Hedy.  

They “follow the true master“, influenced by Hedy, the overall three views are positive, and their person

ality is calm. They will not be like other fans in the fan circle, who will bring their account books and curs

e everywhere when there is a little trouble.  

At the same time, the way fans support players via video still exists.  

It’s just that the official rule is that those who have assisted last time can no longer assisted. On Amber’s

 side, fans gathered by the river, holding banners reading ” Come on, Amber “, and crying while recordin

g a video.  

Shouting something “We believe in you, you are the best Amber in the world“.  
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What “God will treat those who work hard, we will not let your efforts go to waste“.  

Such a heartfelt video has attracted a lot of votes for the  

Amber group. On Hedy’s side, it’s much simpler and rougher.  

The six veterans of the Phoenix Dance Troupe, adapted and replayed Hedy’s dance in the show, and rele

ased it abroad in the United States, attracting more votes for Hedy.  

After a few days, the voting session ends.  

Program groups are publicly ranked.  

First, the Hedy group. Even if the number of votes of  

the Amber group is halved, it still ranks second.  

The fourth, fifth and sixth teams are eliminated.  

The host announced that the theme of the new performance is “Love Song“.  

The rest day comes.  

Hedy returned to the presidential suite of the five–star hotel, Preston was not there.  

Waited until the evening, Preston did not come back.  

All the news I sent fell into the sea.  

Hedy lay in bed alone.  

-Deep  

in the jungle thousands of miles away from the hotel.  

Preston and Aiden, hiding behind a rock.  

“Preston, why is the 

stinky bitch who protected you gone? Don’t hide, get out and die!” The scarred man fired a lot of guns in

to the sky, “For your head, I paid a  

lot My subordinates!”  

“Childe King, I’ll stop you for you, hurry up!” Aiden’s gun–holding hand trembled slightly.  

They were stopped by someone on their way to Yundu to meet Ms. Ellis, and they had been fighting for 

a long time.  

“If I go, you will definitely die. There are too many of them.” Preston took out the packaged cake in his c

oat pocket, his eyes twinkling in the moonlight.  

“My life was given by you, and I will die for you without complaint or regret!” Aiden said in a loyal tone.  

Once, he was the killer sent by the organization to kill Preston.  



Preston beat him, didn’t kill him, gave him a new life, let him live in the sun like a human being, and he 

was willing to give his life for Preston.  

“Your life, you’d better keep it to yourself.”  

Preston put the cake back into the inner pocket of the coat, zipped it up, jumped out, and kicked the sca

rred man down.  

He snatched the scarred man’s gun, killed the scarred man, turned around and fired six shots into the ju

ngle without missing a single shot, and his coat was rolled up by the night wind, like the cloak of  

death.  

-Dawn is coming quickly.  

In the blink of an eye, it was time to return to the program group.  

Hedy looked at the clock on the wall, it was five o’clock.  

I thought, I can wait another ten minutes.  

Time ticked by.  

Preston boarded the elevator of the five–star hotel with a day and night of chilling.  

When the elevator reached the designated floor, he stepped out quickly and pushed open the door of th

e suite.  

The door was empty.  

The clock on the wall reads half past five.  

Hedy is gone.  

He panted heavily against the wall, took out the cake from the windbreaker, his long and narrow eyes w

ere full of self–blame.  

Half an hour later, Aiden came back with his phone, “Childe King, the phone is fixed.”  

His phone was damaged in the battle.  

Preston took the phone and turned it on, seeing several unread  

messages.  

11 o’clock last night.  

[Hedy], Is there something to come?  

3 o’clock this morning.  

[Hedy], If it’s okay, please send me a message, I’m very worried.  

Today at 5,10 pm.  



[Hedy]. I’m going back.  

Another missed call.  

It shows that the call came at 5 o’clock this morning.  

In other words, Hedy didn’t sleep much all night.  

Preston dialed her phone with overwhelming emotions in his heart.  

“Hello, the phone you dialed is turned off…”  

Program group.  

Hedy handed the mobile phone to the dormitory auntie and returned to the dance practice room.  

The rest of the teammates have arrived and are chatting happily inside.  

Doris, “Have you read the news? Hera, the youngest paleontological scientist in our country, won the aw

ard yesterday and received flowers from Childe King!”  

Vanilla, “The media speculated about the relationship between Childe King and Hera, although Hera clari

fied that it was just a university Classmate.”  

Hedy paused. Was Preston celebrating  

Hera yesterday?  

  

Is it like celebrating her the top scorer in the college entrance examination and high school graduation?  

 

 


